I. Call to Order, Moment of Silence, Pledge of Allegiance

II. Roll Call

III. Report from Standing Committees
   a. Committee on Rules
      i. Bill 18-2 res 18-1 and 18-2 were passed to come to the floor.
   b. Committee on Government Operations
      i. Bill 18-2 coming to the floor
   c. Committee on Academics and Administration
      i. one resolution coming to the floor
   d. Committee on Athletics
      i. no report
   e. Committee on Student Life
      i. no report
   f. Committee on Infrastructure
      i. resolution 18-1 coming to the floor
   g. Committee on External Affairs
      i. no report
   h. Committee on Inclusion and Cross Cultural Engagement
      i. no report

IV. Reports from Legislative Council
   a. Legislation Monitor
      i. no report
   b. Executive Liaison
      i. Petitions due this Friday
   c. Campus Liaisons
      i. No constituent commentary

V. Nominations

VI. Legislation
Bill 18-2

- Introduction Authors: McDonnell and Abel. “The absences for senators are too generous and allow for too many missed senate meetings. Is this bill passes all senators will only be allowed 4 absences, but all meetings will count as one absence.”
- Questions
  - Senator Davis, If senators come in late how is this affected?
  - Secretary Wood responded with, Elam does not count late absences.
  - Senator Kies, Wanted clarification on a possible typo about excused absences
  - Senator Guy If a senator Proxies will they receive an absence?”
  - Mcdonnell, No it would not change.”
  - Senator Beans, Could it be possible to get proxies for informal senate meetings?
  - Senator Abel, it is our duty to be here for senate so probably not for informal?
  - Senator Fowler asked a point of clarification about Proxies rights in meetings.
  - Senator McNeil, wanted to know how senators felt about the bill.
  - Senator McDonnell, The Governmental Operations committee was in favor of this.
- Debate
  - Senator Perry, “I have to say I am in heavy favor of this bill because over my two years, I have seen several unnecessary absences.”
  - Senator Kies made a motion to add an amendment which would change the wording of the bill making it where the senate clerk would record missed committee meetings. The author deemed this friendly.
  - Senator Kies, “Spoke in affirmation of this bill because he has seen the effects of the current policy.”
  - Senator McNeil, “Wondering about the terminology used in the bill.”
  - Motion by Senator Kies to move to author summation.
- Summation
  - Senators McDonnell & Abel, “This bill is imperative to holding senators accountable and will increase the productivity of senate.
Resolution 18-1

- Introduction: Author, Madison Demotts.
  - Working to get a vending machine in Lott, and this would show ASBs support for the vending machine
- Questions
  - Kies “motion to move to a period of debate” Passed
- Debate
  - Kies, “motion to move to summation” passed
- Summation
  - Roughly cost $6,000, but contractual services is willing to pay for it.
- Vote: Motion by McNeil to pass with unanimous consent. Passed.

Resolution 18-2

- Introduction: Author McDonnell, “Last semester when she passed out scantrons she saw a great enthusiasm by students.
- Questions
  - Motion by Kies to move to debate. Passed.
- Debate
  - Motion to end debate by McNeil. Passed.
- Summation:
- Vote: Passed with unanimous consent.

Senate Announcements:

-Senator Kadaru, “Talked to the right people and is getting a design on the back of the student IDs.”
- Senator Mcewen, “His committee is coming up with a resolution to pass out water bottles at the baseball games.”
- Senator Curtis, “Progress has been made about the study room in Lamar and there will be legislation about coming to the floor soon.”
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